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Abstract. Online learning communities are predicated on the assumption that
social interaction among participants will lead to learning. Yet, research has
shown that not all interactions result in learning and that there is a need to
develop a more nuanced understanding of the nature of activities in online
communities and their relationship with learning. We analyzed data from the
Scratch™ online learning community, a platform designed to teach Computa-
tional Thinking (CT) through block-based activities, using the Differentiated
Overt Learning Activities (DOLA) framework to assess learning. We found that
users who engaged in constructive activities demonstrated higher learning, as
illustrated by the complexity of their contributions, compared to users who were
merely active on the platform. We compared users across two sub-communities
within Scratch and found that participation and contributions across the two
domains resulted in different learning outcomes, showcasing the effect of con-
text on learning within online communities.

Keywords: Online community � Computational thinking � Informal learning �
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1 Introduction

The use of online communities to foster learning is well-documented in the literature
especially for computational concepts and programming [28, 31]. The context for this
research is Scratch™, specifically its community-based platform where one can code
games, animations, and stories using media-based programming language. In Scratch,
one uses ‘blocks’, which are puzzle shaped pieces, to create code. The blocks connect
to each other like a jigsaw puzzle, where each block represents a particular program-
ming concepts (e.g., if, do-if, repeat, end). Within Scratch, users have the opportunity
to see projects completed by others, use pre-existing code, comment on others’ projects
and seek assistance from others. Community based interaction in Scratch manifests as
commenting, remixing, and sharing of projects [11]. Scratch has been used in AP
courses and introductory programming courses at the college level [9, 10]. Scratch has
been designed primarily to support the development of Computational thinking (CT) in
primarily in young people (ages 8 to 16) [4–7] but has also found some adoption
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among adults [8]. CT as a concept articulates a set of problem-solving thought pro-
cesses derived from computer science but applicable in any domain [29]. In its earlier
incarnations CT was largely seen as “algorithmic thinking” and referred to using an
ordered and precise sequence of steps to solve problems. Wing (2006) defined it as
“solving problems, designing systems, and understanding human behavior, by drawing
on the concepts fundamental to computer science” [30]. Overall, CT is a broad
umbrella term that encompasses core computational science concepts as well as pro-
gramming skills.

2 Prior Work and Research Objective

Several studies of the Scratch community have examined the relational aspect of user’s
social behavior. Researchers have used comments, number of projects created,
remixing, favorites, love-its and friend requests as a way to characterize collaboration
[11–13]. Sylvan [14] investigated social interactions in terms of project influence and
social influence. Project influence was measured as the number of times a project has
been downloaded and social influence in terms of betweenness centrality of friendship
networks. Studies have also looked at number of times a user’s project had been
featured and gallery participation [14]. Similarly based on social factors and differences
in projects created, Scaffidi and Chambers [21] categorized users as project leader,
active user, peripheral user and remixer/passive user and Monroy-Hernández and
Resnick [22] categorized users in terms as active consumer, passive producer active
producer. These studies have focused on the overall community or the user themself
but have not examined CT. On the other hand, researchers that have examined the use
of computational concepts within Scratch [15–20] have not focused on the interaction
among users. The exception is Dasgupta et al. who in their study focused on the
association between remixing and learning CT [5]. They studied number of remixes,
downloads made by the user, experience of the user, comments received on projects
created by the user, and number of different blocks used by the user as predictors.

Overall, although studies have looked at social and collaborative aspects of Scratch
and also at CT, there is limited understanding of how specific kinds of activities that
users engage in can lead to CT learning. This study hypothesizes that difference in the
nature of social interactions exhibited by a user can lead to difference in learning of CT.
To examine directly the relationship between the nature of interactions and learning
outcomes, this study leverages a framework advances within the cognitive sciences and
uses data from the online community for Scratch™.

3 Analytical Framework

3.1 Differentiated Overt Learning Activities (DOLA) Framework

Few frameworks allow for differentiation of learner activities so that we might be able
to tease out what activities actually lead to learning. Chi proposed a framework –

Differential Overt Learning Activities or DOLA – which categorizes learner activities
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as being active, constructive or interactive [3]. An interactive activity involves higher
cognitive process than constructive and constructive is higher cognitively than active
learning. In contrast to any form of active learning, passive learning involves teacher-
centered methods and is a form of learning applicable largely to formal educational
contexts, and therefore, not applicable to our study [23].

An active activity can be noticed when a person takes an action, does something
physically or verbally. A constructive activity is demonstrated when the output of the
interaction goes beyond the information initially provided. An interactive activity is
exhibited between partners when both parties are involved in collaboration contribute
equally. Table 1 below provides brief definitions of active, constructive and interactive
activities and the supposed cognitive processes associated with them.

Classroom studies [23, 24] using Chi’s DOLA framework have characterized
selecting, repeating, paraphrasing as active behavior. In terms of virtual learning
environments, simply manipulating an existing scenario in simulation software was
considered to be active. On the other hand, when a learner elaborately explains a
problem, makes a connection to previous problems, generates a hypothesis, compare
and contrasts, draws analogies the learner is considered to be constructive. An inter-
active activity in collaboration is revealed when both partner’s debate each other’s
ideas, when an instructor provides feedback which leads to a more extended dialogue
discussing the issue etc. Although Chi’s framework looks at all activities, alone or in
collaboration, it can be easily extended to study collaborative learning and studies
using Chi’s DOLA framework have been used to evaluated student’s collaborative
behavior in learning concepts in physics, mathematics, bridge design, evolutionary
biology, human circulatory system, introductory materials science and engineering.

3.2 Operationalizing DOLA for Scratch

For the purposes of this study, we operationalize Scratch users’ activities in terms of
being active and constructive and investigate their relationship to CT learning. Within

Table 1. Chi’s Differentiated Overt Learning Activities (DOLA) framework

Active Constructive Interactive

Feature Doing
something
physically

Producing outputs that
contain ideas that go beyond
the presented information

Dialoging substantively on the
same topic, and not ignoring
partner’s contributions

Cognitive
processes

Attending
Processes
Activate existing
knowledge
Assimilate,
encode, or store
new information
Search existing
knowledge

Creating Processes
Infer new knowledge
Integrate new information with
existing knowledge
Organize own knowledge for
coherence
Repair own faulty knowledge
Restructure own knowledge

Jointly Creating Processes
Creating processes that
incorporate partner’s
contributions
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the context of Scratch online community most activities are collaborative in the sense
that they involve either interacting with or using elements of others’ project. In par-
ticular, we were interested in understanding these socially driven activities since they
are a better indicator of collaboration.

We did not examine interactive activity since the inherent affordances of the
platform restricted interaction to asynchronous and even if users interacted syn-
chronously, we did not have the data for the analysis (there was no clickstream data, for
instance). We also did not operationalize passive activity since the online platform data
did not contain data of passive activity such as number of times a user played or
watched a project.

This study defines collaborative activities of a user by counting the number of times
the user initiates different types of interactions. For example: the total number of users a
particular user follows, a number of times user favorites other projects, the number of
times a user goes out and makes comment on other’s projects, and the number of times
a user remixes another user’s project. In case of adapting Chi’s DOLA framework the
study further classifies these interactions into active and constructive. Table 2 provides
definitions of active interactions. Interactions that do not modify or elaborate on the
topic were considered active (e.g. follow, favorite).

To categorize comments as active and constructive, Velasquez et al. [11]’s findings
have been applied. According to Velasquez et al. [11], comments with word count less
than 18 (usually emojis, encouraging phrases, verbs and adjectives) were categorized as
active and comments with word count more 18 as constructive. However, in order to
better understand the constructive nature of the comments, comments with greater than
18 words were manually coded for our study. An interaction was characterized as
constructive interaction when a user is assumed to modify and elaborate on a particular
topic (e.g. modify a projects code). Table 3 provides definitions of constructive
interactions.

Table 2. DOLA operationalized for scratch – active category

Active activities Definition

Favorited Total number of times a user favorites other projects
Follow Total number of users a particular user follows
Active_Comment Total number of times a user makes active comments on other projects

word count less than 18 usually emojis, encouraging
phrases/verbs/adjectives [1]

Active_Remix Total number of projects created by a user that was a remix of another
user’s project where the number of different types of blocks uses is the
same as the original project
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4 Data Description and Selection

The scratch community datasets from 2007 through 2012 are publicly available to
researchers for analysis through MIT Media Lab. Scratch Research Data (available at:
https://llk.media.mit.edu/scratch-dataset/). This study used the following data tables for
analysis: comments, downloaders, favorites, friends, projects, project_blocks, and
users.

To find a relevant dataset within the larger data corpus, we used pre-classified data
from Gelman et al. [2]. Gelman et al. [2] in their study identified clusters of Scratch
8184 users who had more than 25 followers. Gelman et al. used OpenOrd layout in
Gephi to identify different models of community growth over time to understand how
scratch user’s behavior and dynamics impact community participation. OpenOrd is a
multi-level, force-directed layout and uses average-link clustering based on both edge
weights and distance, where distance is determined using a force-directed algorithm
[25]. Clusters of nodes were replaced by single nodes, and the clustering was repeated
until a certain distance threshold between the nodes was reached. After the clustering
was complete, the graph was expanded by replacing the individual nodes with the
original graphs in each cluster. Using a text mining approach and by concatenating
project titles, descriptions, and tags for all projects within each cluster, each cluster was
represented as a document with a bag-of-words approach. For each term, the term
frequency inverse document frequency (TFIDF) value was calculated resulting in five
clusters: a cluster that heavily featured old Scratch users (number of users 278), a
young cluster of game makers (number of users 1798), an comparatively mature game
making user cluster (number of users 2710), a cluster of users focusing on art projects
and another cluster which had a Variety of projects (number of users 2260). The reason
for choosing TFIDF over Term Frequency (TF) was to determine the relevance of a
particular term within a particular cluster versus its relevance across all clusters.

We sub-selected two of the pre-identified clusters by Gelman et al. [2], the cluster
with comparatively mature game makers and the cluster with variety of projects. The
Gaming cluster initially had 2710 users. However, only 2173 users only had at least 5
projects. Similarly, in the Variety cluster initially 1934 out of 2260 users were used for

Table 3. DOLA operationalized for scratch – constructive category

Constructive activities Definition

Original_Projects Total number of original projects created by a user
Constructive_Comment Total number of times a user makes constructive comments on

other projects
Word count >18.320 and containing constructive praise or
criticism [1]

Constructive_Remix Total number of projects created by a user that was a remix of
another user’s project where the number of different types of
blocks uses is the more than the original project
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analysis. From now onwards in this paper we will identify these two clusters as game
cluster and Variety cluster. The reason for selecting two completely diverse clusters
was to illustrate difference in cluster behavior. The Gaming cluster would exemplify
comparatively keen CT learners and the Variety cluster would provide more of a
general user behavior in Scratch.

5 Data Analysis

5.1 Learner Initiated Computational Thinking

In this study, we aim to focus only on actions initiated by the user. It is important to
investigate such self-initiated social behaviors because these interactions are self-
motivated and self-regulated by the learner himself/herself. Thus, in order to assess a
learner’s overall experience in learning in an open online line platform it is necessary to
focus on what s/he does as well as what s/he learns from the community.

Figure 1 illustrates different social interactions initiated by a user in the context of
the Scratch community. For example, User A in Fig. 1 can leave a comment on a
project, favorite projects created by other users, and follow other users in the Scratch
community. User A can also create a project from scratch (original project) or remixing
code from pre-existing projects (remixed project). All these interactions: comment,
favorite, follow and creating/remixing are user initiated.

5.2 Learning Analysis Using IDF

In this study, CT as a process has been evaluated as a combination of user’s self-
initiated social interactions and by evaluating the amount of CT learning skills the user
is exhibiting with- in projects. One of the studies to directly examine learning within

Fig. 1. Social interaction initiated by a user in scratch
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Scratch is Yang et al. [15]. They used Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) to assess
learning. IDF is a widely used statistical measure for assessing the importance of a
word is in a document [26, 27]. Whereas, Term Frequency (TF) is simply the number
of times a word appears in a document, IDF assigns more weight to key words that
appear rarely than the ones that are more commonly used. Thus, IDF helps to better
determine the breadth of use of different CT operators used with-in projects created by
Scratch users. Yang et al.’s model assigned higher weight to computational blocks that
were rarely used and lower weight to frequently used blocks. Based on the different
types blocks used in original projects created by a user, Yang’s model calculates a
cumulative value of learning. We apply the same method to assess learning for all users
in a cluster with at least 5 projects. The cumulative value was calculated based on all
original projects created by a user. We further subcategorize learning across three
parameters: loop learning, conditional learning and operator learning. Table 4 indicates
the different blocks used to operationalize each sub learning categories. Studies eval-
uating CT in Scratch have similarly used blocks to assess the different categories CT
learning [4, 5, 7].

6 Results and Discussion

In order to test the hypothesis proposed in this study we conduct three steps of analysis.
For both clusters we first measure interactions of each user; second, we measure CT
learning of each user; and third, we correlate interactions with CT learned. These three
steps allow us to examine the one-to-one relationship between different types of social
interactions and CT learning.

The summary statistics for measures of social interactions and learning of users of
the Gaming and the Variety cluster are provided below in Table 5 (G: Gaming; V:
Variety).

Table 4. Categories of CT and corresponding blocks used for evaluation

Type of
learning

Blocks used

Loop forever, foreverIf, repeat, repeatUntil
Conditional waitUntil, foreverIf, if, ifElse, repeatUntil, bounceOffEdge, turn-

AwayFromEdge, touching, touchingColor, colorSees, mousePressed, key-
Pressed, isLoud, sensor, sensorPressed, lessThan, equalTo, greaterThan, and,
or, not, listContains

Operator lessThan, equalTo, greaterThan, and, or, not, add, subtract, multiply, divide,
pickRandomFromTo, concatenateWith, letterOf, stringLength, mod, round,
abs, sqrt
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In terms of differences between clusters, values for favorites (Gaming cluster user’s
median favorited: 36, Variety cluster user’s median favorited: 28) were higher in
Gaming cluster than the Variety cluster. All other social interactions values were less in
the same range for both the Gaming and Variety cluster.

In terms of learning, the Gaming cluster had higher values (user’s median use of
loop in a project: 4.19, conditional: 18.9 operator: 12.47) than the Variety cluster (loop:
3.13, conditional: 15.25, operator: 8.55). Before correlating social interactions with
learning some factors (e.g. remix_active and constructive, follow, favorited) were log
transformed to achieve normality. This was done because those particular data sets
were highly skewed. Previous studies [5, 17] on Scratch data have also used log-
transformed data sets for analysis. According to our model, the more challenging or
rare and constructive is the nature of the task, the higher is the learning.

The findings of the study confirm the proposed hypothesis that in the context of
Scratch users, difference in the type (active versus constructive) of activity exhibited by
a user can lead to difference in learning of CT. For example, a user who had created
more original projects and more remix projects with added features to the existing code
learned more than a user who did less of either of these two constructive activities.
Creating remixed projects and commenting on projects were also found to be active
behavior that correlates to learning of CT.

Table 5. Summary statistics for gaming and variety clusters

M Median x Mean R S.D Range

Favorited G 36 105 238.66 [0–4232]
V 28 79.98 182.057 [0–3466]

Follow G 43 90.92 152.9 [1–2061]
V 44 95.94 177.350 [0–3070]

Active_Comment G 276.95 414.95 491.908 [0–7400]
V 206 352.39 456.456 [0–5882]

Active_Remix G 8 16.67 27.27 [0–501]
V 8 17.25 28.751 [0–429]

Original _Projects G 44 71.89 93.04 [5–1841]
V 38 70.22 117.350 [5–1903]

Constr_Comment Very limited, disregarded this factor
Constructive_Remix G 7 14.31 25.93 [0–617]

V 4 10.19 22.86 [0–565]
Total CT learning G 101 99.15 36.65 [.8–318.54]

V 72.07 73.60 43.03 [0–312.37]
Loop learning G 4.19 3.66 .96 [0–4.19]

V 3.13 2.97 1.39 [0–4.19]
Conditional learning G 18.9 18.49 6.19 [0–31.48]

V 15.25 14.34 7.47 [0–28.77]
Operator learning G 12.47 12.43 6.11 [0–41.39]

V 8.55 8.86 6.70 [0–41.39]
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In terms of separate CT concepts, including Loop, Conditions and Operators;
Conditional learning correlated higher with constructive interactions than the Loop or
Operator learning. For both clusters, learning from constructive interactions was found
to be stronger than the relationship between CT learning and active interactions. In
terms of difference between clusters and relationship between social interactions and
learning CT, users of the Variety cluster learned more by creating original projects and
extensively remixing (remix_constructive) projects than users of the Gaming clusters.
However, when it came to active interactions, users of the Gaming cluster learned more
by just following, commenting and simply remixing (remix_active) code than users of
the Variety cluster (Table 6).

A stronger association of active interactions with the Gaming clusters and that of
constructive interactions with the Variety clusters could be explained by the difference
in the learning scores of the users in both clusters. Since users of the Gaming cluster
scored higher compared to users of the Variety cluster, possibly users of the Gaming
cluster learned more by casually investigating (favoriting/active_remix) projects,
whereas the users of the Variety cluster needed to explore the project in depth (con-
structive_remix) to understand and use a computational concept. Users with higher
prior knowledge found it easier to learn compared to a novice CT learner and a novice
CT learner needs to do more constructive tasks to learn more.

Table 6. Correlational analysis of activity and CT learning

Total CT learn Loop learn Condition learn Operator learn

Active Interactions
log_follow G .077** .067** .072** .070**

V .024 −.026 .002 .019
log_comment_active G .293** .252** .259** .221**

V .351** .278** .297** .282**
log_favorited G .228** .199** .228** .191**

V .209** .176** .182** .178**
log_remix_active G .378** .268** .347** .363**

.466** .390** .438** .419**
Total_log_active G .321** .261** .293** .261**

V .466** .390** .438** .419**
Constructive Interactions
log_original G .466** .312** .404** .430**

V .545** .450** .507** .483**
log_remix_constructive G .509** .370** .478** .456**

V .636** .533** .603** .588**
Total_log_constructive G .497** .337** .459** .433**

V .636** .533** .602** .588**
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7 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, we evaluated social interactions initiated by users in the Scratch com-
munity using Chi’s DOLA framework to characterize online behavior that suggests
learning. The analysis revealed a relationship between active, constructive social
interactions and learning of CT. Different clusters exhibited difference in learning based
on the type of social interactions. Users of the Gaming cluster were able to learn at a
higher rate while being socially active (active social interactions) whereas for users of
the Variety cluster to be learning at higher rate they needed to be socially construc-
tively. To put in simply, a seasoned CT learner (e.g. Gaming Cluster user) can gain
knowledge by glancing at another project’s code, whereas for a novice CT (e.g. Variety
cluster users) learner needs to be hands-on constructively engaged to learn CT.

Overall, the findings from this study support prior work that shows a clear con-
nection between the ability of online communities to support different forms collabo-
rative activities and the affordances that provides for learning [28, 32–34]. This work
also showcases the potential upside of using data mining and machine learning to
analyze learning [35, 36]. In terms of practical application of this work, educators should
design problems that foster active/constructive behavior in novice CT learners. Novice
learners can start off by solving active problems such as examination of pre-written
codes by experts, or making minor changes to pre-existing codes. Gradually, the
learners should be encouraged to add new features to pre-written code (the constructive
idea of remixing with added features) and keep on creating new computational projects.

8 Limitations

The primary limitation of this work is the lack of self-reported information (e.g., age,
sex) of participants. We were unable to collect any data reported directly by the learner
to assess learning. The dataset is relatively older but given the comprehensive nature of
the data, it is still relevant for answering the research questions we have raised.
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